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Shalom laYehudim, Shalom laBnai Noach, Shalom laGoyim. It’s the evening of the 6th day, bes 

beTammuz, tav-shin-ayin-heh, Parashas Korach, the evening of the 5th day, Thursday, 18 June 
2015, webcasting from Obsession Central. 

That is the meaning of the Nations of the World United in Geneva and New 
York City spending a roughly third of their time and money on bashing Israel; that’s 
the meaning of the UN Human Rights Council spending even a greater percentage of 
its time on bashing Israel to the almost total exclusion of all other violations of human 
rights in the world.  

That is a second downside to the obsession. Not only do we get it in the neck 
all the time, we get it at the cost to other peoples who could use the attention of people 
interested in human rights. It an offense against Israel and an offense against those 
neglected by the obsession. 

We are expecting a Mavi Marmara II in the near future, which neglects all the 
peoples suffering from Muslim abuse, such as Boko Harum in Nigeria kidnapping 
hundreds of girls; Christians being murdered in lots of countries and imprisoned by 
Muslims. Neglected are the Syrians being barrel-bombed by their own government and 
now again, according to the latest reports, have become targets of chlorine and other 
chemical attacks.  

We are, as suggested last webcast, truly the Jesus of the nations bearing all the 
sins of mankind which does a great service to those burdened by guilt themselves. We 
are the trash bin of humanity where everyone dumps their guilt. 
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In a recent webcast I spoke of the numerous times my comments about a 
situation have evoked in those opposed the charge of hatred. I mentioned how I 
debated the head of American Peace Now and explained why the word “Palestinian” 
had become a crystalline form of antisemitism for excluding Jews, and how he said I 
was a man of hatred.  

I also spoke of a letter I wrote to JPost Magazine that a man they had featured 
as transgender was no trans anything, and I was again accused of being a man of hatred 

And yesterday I discovered on the Amazon page for my book a review, a so-
called review of my book, rather a false review. There was nothing in it to suggest the 
writer had read it. Instead, he began by referring to a YouTube of me speaking in LA 
a year and a half ago, and this is what he had to say: “Just watched the author’s 
explanation on YouTube of what his books are about. Totally useless, unacademic and 
hateful nonsense. How can anyone with a bit of a brain listen to or read the utter 
nonsense produced by this pathological Arab hater. There is no point in refuting all 
the lies and misrepresentations of this self-styled expert. Whoever is interested in a 
work that is based on research and not HATE, read Ilan Pappe’s “The Ethnic 
Cleansing of Balestine.” This is a truly trustworthy and well-written account of how 
the Balestinian community had been kicked out deliberately in 1948…It is a pity that 
hate preachers like Mr. Ben-Tekoa are allowed to sell their propaganda material on 
Amazon…” and so and so forth. 

See what I mean? He says my book is “unacademic,” and never mind the 1,000 
footnotes citing the source of every quote. He says that Pappe’s work is based on 
research and mine is based on hate. 

For those unfamiliar with Pappe, he is in a class with Noam Chomsky and 
Norman Finkelstein, these truly pathetic people who are the real hatemongers, 
overflowing with hatred for the Jewish people that they were born into. Israel is the 
guilty party; Israel is the guilt-bearer. 

Ilan Pappe, if memory serves, was on staff at Haifa U. until his work was exposed 
as bogus. Ultimately, he was forced to leave the university and really the country. He 
had no choice. He could only find employment abroad as an “expert” on the birth of 
Israel. He now is employed by the University of Exeter in England as director of the 
university’s European Centre for Balestine Studies. 

He once ran for the Knesset in the Communist Party, and all Communists starting 
with Karl Marx have been lunatic antisemites. Marxism begins with an attack on the Bible, 
that is, in atheism. The Bible begins, “In the beginning G-d…” which idea Marx mocked, 
and the rest flows logically from that.  

It is a double starting point for Marxist philosophy. Not only is there no God, khass 
veshalom, the Jews are history’s greatest liars and troublemakers and exploiters of humanity 
for foisting this fairy tale on mankind, “the opiate of the masses,” Marx called religion, and  
cited Judaism as the worst of all religions for itself and for giving birth to Christianity and 
Islam. 
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Ilan Pappe is a boiling cauldron of hatred for Jews. One could say and in truth that 
he makes a living at it. He is the director of Balestine studies at Exeter and his latest book 
is an indictment of Israel for cleansing Balestine of all its Balestinians; basically for stealing 
the country from its rightful owners. 

He is the one overflowing with hatred, and that is why his defender on my Amazon 
page calls me a “pathological Arab hater.”  

No, he and Pappe are pathological Jew-haters, which fact they cannot look in the 
face and are driven to deal with their obsessional hatred by accusing the Jews being 
pathological haters.  

It’s really quite simple. This is how the primitive mind works at its simplest of levels.  
In a related story, there was more on that video last Friday in Ramallah of that Arab 

being roughed up by IDF soldiers. Just as I spoke of it to you, since then, more footage of 
that incident has surfaced which clearly shows what I said: it was a provocation. The whole 
purpose of the confrontation was to goad the soldiers, who after great patience, lost their 
composure and exposed themselves as sadistic bullies of the innocent, ancient Balestinians. 

This was the Muhammad ad-Dura story, if you remember, at the outset of the latest 
intifada. This was the purpose of the first Mavi Marmara: to portray the Jews as terrible 
people who abuse innocent Muslims, which of course is the exact opposite of the truth. It 
is these Muslims and Arabs who commit these terror atrocities that have been our fate for 
decades. They are the criminal aggressors against our human rights. They demand a Jew-
free Balestinian state -- and accuse us of racism. 

Sharia law for 1400 years has licensed the oppression and humiliation of Jews and 
rejects the human rights of Jews to live free of their abuse -- as they smear us with being 
perpetrators of apartheid. 

This is why I said last webcast that student groups at schools with Israel Apartheid 
Week problems must mount mirror-image, counter demonstrations accusing Islam of 
being the real culprit when it comes to apartheid laws which distinguish between Muslims 
and non-Muslims and how the non-Muslims historically have always suffered. 

All the accusations against us are confessions in disguise of our accusers’ crimes 
against us. I wrote a voluminous, some say excessively detailed and documented book on 
the invention of this allegedly ancient nationality and I am accused of being unacademic; 
of being a purveyor of lies, of hateful nonsense. And who makes these accusations? True 
purveyors of unacademic, undocumented, the falsified fairy tale of the Ancient Palestinians 
fueled by a furnace of hatred for Jews historically documentable throughout Jewish history. 

This is why the peace processors never could make peace via their attempts to divide 
the land, because the conflict has nothing to do with material causes. It is all psychological, 
a word rooted in the Greek root psyche for soul. It is a soul conflict, not a real estate dispute. 

The hatred of Jews thus may not come to end until the peoples of the world, the 
gentiles, which is an excellent translation of the Biblical Hebrew term goyim, learn to 
confront their own guilt, change their behavior and become more civilized. 
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The Genius of Vilna, the Vilna Gaon, as he is known, whose dates were 1720-1797, 
said a Jew’s principle task in his life is refining his character, and that can only begin when 
we confront our own shortcomings and change them. 

The hatred of Jews in such men as Ilan Pappe and this Arab critic of mine who 
thinks Pappe is a serious historian is more evidence of the other-worldly, non- materialist 
hostility to Israel which can only be confronted by exposing the lies of our detractors 
starting with the invention of the “Palestinians.” 

 
*            *            (Musical Interlude)           *             * 

 
Well, in this otherwise quiet day, the top story on the diplomatic front was Tuesday’s 

op-ed in the Wall Street Journal by Michael Oren, former Israeli ambassador to the U.S., 
today an MK in the Kulanu Party. 

For sure, you all saw coverage of his double accusation that Obama deliberately 
abandoned two longtime principles of U.S.-Israel ties. That was the title of the piece “How 
Obama Abandoned Israel.” 

What makes the article important is the reality that Oren is a Two-State Man, the 
politically correct policy of all IBJs (Inside the Beltway Jews). Oren complained that Obama 
deliberately trashed (my word) the practice of “no daylight” between the parties on crucial 
issues; that there be no surprises as well between them and abandoned Israel’s position 
that only negotiations between the sides will determine future boundaries.  

Obama clearly took the side of the Arabs who to this day have refused to honor 
Res. 242 that did not call for a return to the 1949 lines but called for new lines.  

Oren got it right but did not stop there; he made a few more accusations. He said 
Obama took the side of the Ancient Ones, accused Israel of not doing enough and thus 
ignored Israel’s terribly costly retreat from Gaza in 2005 and Bibi’s acceptance of a 10-
month building freeze. In Obama’s head, like those of all antiJews, Israel gets no credit for 
such gestures. It is as if they never happened. They are ignored and fresh reasons found to 
continue the guilt-mongering. 

Obama demanded a complete building freeze when the Oslo documents never 
called for that. They called for a freeze on expanding Israel’s geographical area of 
settlements, which was not about limiting construction inside the existing communities. It 
was about their two-dimensional boundaries on the ground, not their activity inside them. 

Again, a major explanation for the absence of peace here is not the modalities 
written down in documents; this is not a material dispute. It is wholly psychological; it is 
wholly religious and that is what should be discussed, not the number of apartments built 
or not built by Israel. The stumbling block to peace is the Arab Muslim inability to honor 
the right of us Jews to live free of their tyranny. 

Domestically, Moshe Kahlon, head of Oren’s party, sent a letter of apology to U.S. 
Ambassador Daniel Shapiro, a Jewboy soul mate of predecessors Martin Indyk and  Daniel 
Kurtzer, those zombie Jews who identify with Israel’s enemies typified by James “F the 
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Jews” the Baker, whom, Aaron David Miller once called his idea of a great statesman. They 
all think that way. 

Shapiro was also reported to be demanding that Prime Minister Netanyahu also 
apologize for Oren’s remarks regarding Obama’s deliberate violations of U.S. 
commitments to Israel. 

Moshe Kahlon I am inclined to forgive, for what little I know of him tells me that 
he, like too many Israelis, is a provincial. He does not know the American scene and does 
not know who Obama really is. Obama is not just a liberal or a leftist. I don’t think Kahlon 
knows the black community.  Most of my life I sat in classes with Negroes, played on 
sports teams with Negroes, worked side by side in factories, marched for their civil rights 
with them as friends.  Kahlon may not know they are very much like all people and groups. 
At the top, some really fine individuals. In the middle, average people. Then there are below 
average types and some like the guys who bust into liquor stores when there is a disturbance 
like in Ferguson, Missouri. They are lowlife. And joining are other kinds of lowlife like 
Jeremiah Wright and his friend Louis Farrakhan, Al Sharpton, Jesse Jackson, and Obama. 
These are low-life, antisemitic scum. I think Moshe Kahlon just doesn’t appreciate what a 
villain Obama is. 

And as for Ambassador Daniel Shapiro demanding that Prime Minister Netanyahu 
apologize too and disassociate himself from Oren’s remarks: he is an example of Jewish 
low-life, defending this Commie Muslim in the Oval Office for the sake of his own career, 
just like Martin Indyk and Danny Kurtzer and Thomas Friedman and Jeffrey Goldberg 
and Peter Beinart, all of them prostitutes who sell out the Jewish people for their own 
careers. Not one of them -- just like Louis Farrakhan -- would, without their Israel-bashing, 
ever be heard of. Anonymous nobodies they would be, but they are not because they spew 
anti-Jew poison, as Farrakhan does, or disguised as lovers of the Balestinians, the victims 
of this generation of evil Jews. 

Michael Oren was right to write the truth though even he remains wedded to 
euphemisms. He rightly charged Obama with becoming the champion of the Palestinian 
cause and never criticizing Abbas as he criticizes Bibi but also for “promoting a nuclear 
accord with Iran from the moment he took office.” 

Well, I beg to differ. I beg to rephrase the accusation. I don’t think Obama wants a 
“nuclear accord” with Iran, by implication, an agreement to basically abort or freeze its 
nuclear project and not go ahead short of making an atomic bomb. 

I disagree with that analysis. Obama wants no accord with Iran. He wants Iran to 
have the atomic bomb. As he said in his first inaugural address -- when he subtly saw Islam 
replacing Judaism as the second most important religion in America -- he wants to reduce 
Israel’s prominence as the only nuclear force in the region. The very fact of Israel’s nuclear 
capability offends him as a Muslim, as it offends all Muslims. The cosmos is out of kilter 
when Muslims are not supreme. Israel’s nuclear image makes Muslims like him feel inferior 
to the Jews and that is a major no-no. Muslims are commanded to humiliate the Jews and 
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demand payment from them for the right to continue practicing their “mistaken” religion 
and no converting to the correct religion. 

Obama wants no accord with Iran. He wants Iran to have the bomb, this villain, this 
antisemite, which is a dimension of his character that, I think, Israelis like Moshe Kahlon 
simply cannot see. 

 
*            *            (Musical Interlude)           *             * 

 
Here’s an item which on the surface may seem disconnected from foreign affairs 

but really goes to the heart of the matter. 
The new Minister of Tourism Yariv Levin of Likud, a right-thinking, intelligent guy, 

secular, nonetheless wants to institute the practice of class trips for all students at some 
point in their school years to ten historic sites in the country, and he sent a letter to this 
effect to the new Minister of Education Naftali Bennett. 

Levin wants all students to see not only the Western Wall and Masada, the Knesset 
and Yad Vashem, but no less the City of David and above all the Cave of the Machpelah, 
the Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron, which I call the national family plot, the final resting 
place of Abraham and Sarah, son Isaac and wife Rebecca, and their son Jacob and his wife 
Leah. 

This takes us back to my essential belief that our war of self-defense here is not 
against any Balestinians but predatory Arabs who use their religion to justify stealing our 
religion and our country. Israel must frame the clash as a war of imperial aggression against 
the Jewish people by the far larger Muslim Empire, Muslims who simply cannot tolerate 
even one Jewish state in opposition to their 21 Arab and 56 Muslim states. 

This shows the immense power of Jewishness. So shaky are Muslim believers in 
their faith, they feel threatened by even one tiny Jewish state. It drives them crazy. It is an 
insult that they cannot tolerate. Jewish nationalism, in their eyes, is inherently a racist 
pursuit, they tell the world, and send money to universities to hire professors such as Ilan 
Pappe to preach this antisemitic fantasy. 

The Nations United in New York City dominated by the Muslim states is obsessed 
with Israel’s existence, as are all the BDS activists who claim that all they care about is the 
liberation of Judea and Samaria, which is a whopping lie. 

And this is why Minister Levin is right to want to see all Israeli school children 
understand that the Cave of the Patriarchs is our heritage and our property and under no 
circumstances will we surrender it and beyond this, it is sheer antisemitism to even ask us 
to do that. And of course we will need to main the approaches to the Cave, he road to 
Hebron from Jerusalem and etc. and etc. We cannot give up Judea and Samaria. 

Israelis must inform the planet that under no circumstances are we going to 
surrender the national family plot that is unique in the world. What other people can point 
to the first of their nation, know when they lived, know their deeds ad words and where 
they are buried?  
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You might ask a Russian, who was the first Russian? What was his name and where 
is he buried?  And the Russian will look at you cross-eyed. He won’t know what you are 
talking about. The same goes for asking the question of the Swedes, the French, the English 
or the Germans. 

I can personally testify that there is nothing to compare to prayer in the Machpelah, 
knowing that beneath your feet are the remains of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and their 
remarkable wives. 

The more Israel frames its struggle in religious terms and less in political ones, the 
stronger Israel will be. This is just the opposite of secular Israel’s traditional posture, the 
effort to define our struggle in political, nationalist concepts, when the religious war is what 
is really going on here. 

 
*            *            (Musical Interlude)           *             * 

 
 
 


